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A Recursive Probability Tree (RPT) is a data structure for representing the potentials involved
in Probabilistic GraphicalModels (PGMs). This structure is developedwith the aimof captur-
ing some types of independencies that cannot be representedwith previous structures. This
capability leads to improvements inmemory space and computation time during inference.
This paper describes a learning algorithm for building RPTs from probability distributions.
The experimental analysis shows the proper behavior of the algorithm: it produces RPTs
encoding good approximations of the original probability distributions.
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1. Introduction
Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGMs) provide efficient representations of joint distributions exploiting independencies
among the variables, so that only direct dependencies are represented and quantified. Different data structures for the
representation of the values quantifying the dependencies are used in practice, being Conditional Probability Tables (CPTs)
the most common and straightforward. A CPT for a specific distribution defined over a set of variables can be defined as a
gridwith a cell for every configuration of its variables. Therefore thememory space required for such a representation grows
exponentially with the number of variables. Moreover, CPTs cannot directly represent patterns in their values, as context-
specific independencies [1] (i.e., conditional independencies that only hold under specific contexts) and proportionalities [2].
Standard Probability Trees (SPTs) [1,3] are an attempt to improve CPTs allowing the explicit representation of context-
specific independencies. Another types of patterns, related to proportionalities, are analyzed in [2,4,5]. RPTs [6] constitute
another step forward in this direction, being a generalization of SPTs. RPTs are able to capture context-specific indepen-
dencies and proportionalities, providing compact and factorized representations of probabilistic potentials. This enhanced
representation skill can be exploited during inference.
Similarly to probabilistic decision graphs [7] and chain event graphs [8], RPTs can be used as a stand-alone representation
of distributions andprobabilistic and decisionmaking inference can be fully carried out over them. The necessary operations,
namely product, marginalization and restriction, are well defined over this data structure [6].
This paper introduces a greedy top-down learning algorithm that approximates a probability distribution by seeking for
multiplicative decompositions and also by detecting context-specific independencies, with the aim of obtaining efficient
and compact representations. The tradeoff between accuracy and size of the representation can be controlled through a
parameter . The approximate distribution will be represented as an RPT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some key concepts about potentials and SPTs. Section
3 defines RPTs and describes their features. Section 4 presents the algorithm used for learning an RPT given a probabilistic
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Fig. 1. Potential P represented as a CPT and as SPT and an approximate version of it obtained by pruning the tree.
potential. Section 5 gives some theoretical results about the complexity of the problem and the properties of the algorithm.
Some examples of learning from different distributions are included in Section 6. Section 7 shows the experiments carried
out for testing the performance of the algorithm. The paper ends with conclusions and lines of future research in Section 8.
2. Potentials and standard probability trees
Let X = {X1, . . . , Xn} be a set of variables. Let Xi denote the finite set of possible values of variable Xi, i = 1, . . . .n.
We shall use xi to denote the values inXi . The Cartesian product×Xi∈XXi will be denoted byX . The elements ofX are
called configurations of X and will be represented as x. We denote by x↓Y the projection of configuration x onto the set of
variables Y ⊆ X. A potential P for X is a mapping from X intoR+0 . Given a potential P, s(P) denotes the set of variables for
which P is defined.
Standard probability trees (SPTs) have been used as a flexible data structure enabling the specification of context-specific
independencies and providing exact or approximate representations of probabilistic potentials. An SPT is a directed labeled
treewith twokind of nodes: internal nodes that represent variables and leaf nodes that represent non-negative real numbers.
Internal nodes have outgoing arcs (one per state of their corresponding variables). The size of an SPT T , denoted as size(T ),
is defined as its node count.
An SPT T defined over variables X represents a potential P : X → R+0 if, for each x ∈ X , the value P(x) is the number
stored in the leaf node that is reached by starting from the root node and selecting the child corresponding to coordinate xi
for each internal node labeled Xi. An SPT is usually a more compact representation of a potential than a CPT and there are
inference algorithms designed for taking advantage of context-specific independencies [9–12]. The above is illustrated in
Fig. 1, which displays a potential P represented as a CPT and as an SPT.
The tree in Fig. 1 contains repeated values, so that it is possible to represent the same potential using an SPTwith only five
values instead of eight. Furthermore, trees enable even more compact representations. This is achieved by pruning certain
leaves and replacing themwith the average value, as shown in the second tree shown in Fig. 1: values 0.2 and 0.3 are replaced
by 0.25 in the rightmost SPT, which is in fact an approximation of P.
Let T be an SPT defined overX. For any Y ⊆ X, we use T R(y) to denote the restriction operationwhich consists of returning
the part of the tree which is consistent with the values of the configuration y ∈ Y . For example, in the probability tree
shown in the center of Fig. 1, T R(X2=x21,X3=x31) represents the terminal tree enclosed by the dashed square.
The process of inference in probabilistic graphical models requires the definition of two operations on potentials: combi-
nation (ormultiplication) p1⊗p2 andmarginalization P↓Y (by summing out all the variables not in Y). These basic operations
can be performed directly on SPTs [13].
3. Recursive probability trees
A Recursive Probability Tree [6] is a directed tree with two different types of internal nodes (Split nodes and List nodes)
and two types of leaf nodes (Value nodes and Potential nodes). A Split node represents a discrete variable and play the same
role as an internal node in an SPT. A List node represents amultiplicative factorization by listing all the factorsmaking up the
decomposition. It contains an outgoing arc for every factor in the decomposition. A Value node represents a non-negative
real number. Finally, a Potential node stores a full potential internally using an arbitrary representation (for instance, a CPT
or an SPT). Fig. 2 shows a Bayesian network and an equivalent representation using an RPT . Note that P(X1) and P(X2) are
represented as Potential nodes in the RPT (the two leftmost children in the root List node representing the multiplicative
factorization given by the Bayesian network). However, P(X3|X1, X2) presents context-specific independencies: (a) for X1 =
x11 and X2 = x21 the value is 0.5 regardless of the value of X3; (b) the values for X1 = x12 do not depend on X2. These
independencies are encoded using two Split nodes for X1 and X2. The Split node for X1 is the third child of the root List node.
An example of a potential containing proportionalities and its corresponding RPT is shown in Fig. 3. The potential contains
proportionalities when X3 = x31. Note that, taking as a basis the subtree beneath X1 = x11 (potential P1(X2)), the subtree
under X1 = x12 can be computed from P1(X2)multiplying by a factor of 2 and the subtree reached through X1 = x13 can be
obtained as P1(X2) ⊗ P2(X2). Therefore the proportionalities are represented with a List node at the root: one of the factors
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Fig. 2. RPT (right) encoding of a Bayesian network distribution (left).
Fig. 3. Context-specific independencies and proportionalities in an SPT (left) and a representation using an RPT (right).
is P1(X2) and the rest of them are reached through a Split node for X1 that includes them: 1 for X1 = x11, 2 for X1 = x12 and
a Potential node (containing P2(X2)) for the third one, X1 = x13. With the aim of making Fig. 3 more self-contained, we have
detailed the defined Potential nodes at the bottom of the right part (below the RPT).
4. Constructing an RPT from a probabilistic potential
This section describes our proposal for transforming a probabilistic potential (a CPT, for instance) into anRPT. The problem
of finding a minimal RPT is not trivial, as we will discuss in Section 5, where we prove that it is in fact NP-hard. Hence, we
propose to obtain an RPT in a greedy way, following a heuristic designed for selecting Split nodes that are likely to reduce
the dependencies among the remaining variables. In this waywe intend to increase the possibilities of findingmultiplicative
factorizations, which constitute the basis for obtaining RPTs of small size. Furthermore, the method proposed in this paper
can be used to obtain approximations of the original distribution, when the size of the RPT for an exact representation is too
large.
We have designed an algorithm oriented to the detection of context-specific independencies and also multiplicative
factorizations. Context-specific independencies are sought following an approach similar to the one used for constructing
probability trees [13]. It is based on selecting variables for Split nodes according to their information gain, as it is done when
constructing decision trees [14]. Regarding multiplicative decompositions, the basic idea is to detect groups of variables
according to their mutual information. A threshold ε is defined in order to control when a pair of variables are considered
independent based on their mutual information. The obtained groups are later used to get the potentials making up the
multiplicative decomposition.
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4.1. Description of the algorithm
The starting point is a potential P defined over a set of variables X. The goal is to find an RPT representing P, denoted from
now on as TP . We define
sum(P) = ∑
x∈x
P(x)
as the sum of all the values in a potential and
sum(P(Y = y)) = ∑
z∈z
P(z, y)
as the sum of values consistent with the configuration Y = y.
The method used for computing TP is referred as potentialFactorization (see Method 1). This method operates with an
auxiliary graph GP = (X, E)with vertex set X and link set E. A link Xi − Xj belongs to E only if the mutual information (used
as a measure of dependence) between both variables, denoted as I(Xi, Xj), exceeds a given threshold ε > 0, with:
I(Xi, Xj) =
∑
xi∈Xi
xj∈Xj
P(xi, xj) log
P(xi, xj)
P(xi)P(xj)
, (1)
P(xi, xj) = P
↓Xi,Xj(xi, xj)
sum(P)
, (2)
P(xi) = P
↓Xi(xi)
sum(P)
, P(xj) = P
↓Xj(xj)
sum(P)
, (3)
where P↓Xi,Xj , P↓Xi and P↓Xj are themarginals of P over the sets {Xi, Xj}, {Xi} and {Xj} respectively. Links Xi −Xj are weighted
with I(Xi, Xj).
Method 1: potentialFactorization(P)
Input: A potential P
Output: TP , an RPT for P
1 begin
2 // Step 1: compute GP
3 GP → graph for variables dependencies in P
4 // Step 2: graph analysis
5 GP analysis looking for connected components
6 // Several scenarios are possible according to GP
7 // components
8 if GP is partitioned into components C = {C1 . . . Cn} then
9 // Step 3: multiplicative factorization
10 TP ← multiplicativeFactorization(P, C)
11 else
12 // Only one component: decomposition with Step 4
13 TP ← contextSpecificFactorization(P, GP)
14 return TP
Method 1 computes GP in line 3. Line 5 is focused on analyzing GP , searching for connected components. There are
two possible scenarios to consider: (i) GP is decomposed into n components C = {C1, . . . , Cn} and (ii) GP contains a single
connected component. Both of themwill be handled, respectively,with auxiliarymethodsmultiplicativeFactorization (line
10) and contextSpecificFactorization (line 13) respectively. These methods will be described below.
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4.2. Computing multiplicative factorizations
When GP is partitioned as C = {C1, . . . , Cn} the potential to decompose can be expressed as
P(X) = f1(C1) . . . fn(Cn)Sn, (4)
where fi(Ci) = P↓Ci(X), i = 1, . . . , n, are the resulting factors and Sn is a normalization constant that guarantees that P
and its factored counterpart sum up to the same value:
Sn =
∑
x∈X P(x)∑
x∈X
∏n
i=1 fi(x↓Ci)
. (5)
This decomposition is computed using multiplicativeFactorization (see Method 2). The result will be a List node LN
with a child (factor) for every component Ci in GP .
Method 2:multiplicativeFactorization(P, C)
Input:
Potential P
List C of connected components in GP
Output: LN, a List node
1 begin
2 // Makes LN, a new and empty List node
3 LN ← new List Node
4 // Iterates on the list of components C
5 for each Ci in C do
6 // Considers the number of variables in the component
7 if Ci contains 1 or 2 variables then
8 // Makes PN a new Potential node
9 PN ← new Potential node
10 // PN content: potential for variables in Ci
11 PN ← P↓XCi
12 // Adds new node PN as factor in the List node
13 Add PN as LN child
14 else
15 // Factor with more than 2 variables: more analysis
16 // required. A new RPT TCi will be produced after
17 // analyzing Ci. New call to potentialFactorization
18 TCi ← potentialFactorization
(
P↓Ci
)
19 // Adds TCi as new factor in the List node
20 Add TCi as LN child
21 // Computes the normalization constant
22 Sn ← computed normalization constant (Eq. (5))
23 // Adds a new Value node VN for the constant
24 VN ← new Value node for Sn
25 Add VN to LN
26 return LN
Method 2 iterates on the set of components C (lines 5–20). Every iteration yields a child of LN. Two situations may arise
when dealing with a component Ci. The first one is focused on components with one or two variables (lines 7–13). In this
case a Potential node will represent the corresponding factor f (Ci). The second will work with components with more than
two variables (lines 15–20) and generates new recursive calls to potentialFactorization for the analysis of P↓Ci (line 18). The
final part of Method 2 computes the normalization constant (line 22) as shown in Eq. (5). This constant will be represented
with a Value node included as the last child of LN.
4.3. Detecting context-specific independencies
When GP is connected, P cannot be decomposed as a product of factors, but still it may be possible to obtain such
decompositions under some context, due to context-specific independencies. This condition will be analyzed checking the
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degree of dependence between every variable Xi and those other variables belonging to its neighborhood, ne(Xi). The above
mentioned degree of dependence is computed as
VXi =
∑
Xj∈ne(Xi)
I(Xi, Xj). (6)
This is the main goal of Method contextSpecificFactorization (see Method 3), which computes and returns TP , the RPT
representing the potential received as argument.
Method 3: contextSpecificFactorization(P,GP)
Input:
Potential P
Dependencies graph GP
Output: TP , an RPT for P
1 begin
2 S1, S2 ← vectors of variables
3 G
Xmax
P ← GP // Initially the graph to analyse is GP
4 stopCondition ← false // Initially stopCondition is false
5 repeat
6 if size(P) < 3 // Number of variables in P < 3
7 then
8 PN ← new Potential node for P // PN: new Potential node
9 TP ← PN // TP: output of the method
10 stopCondition ← true
11 else
12 Xmax ← selected var. for removing // Selects Xmax with Eq. (7)
13 classifies Xmax into S1 or S2
14 // Removes Xmax, its links, compute links weights
15 G
Xmax
P graph after deleting Xmax and its links
16 // Computes Xmax information gain, Eq. (15)
17 IP(Xmax) ← value of information gain
18 if G
Xmax
P is connected then
19 if IP(Xmax) exceeds the threshold (Eq. (16)) then
20 TP ← independentFactorization(P,S1)
21 stopCondition ← true
22 else
23 // GXmaxP is disconnected in C components
24 stopCondition ← true
25 // If S1 = ∅, multiplicative factorization
26 if S1 = ∅ then TP ← multiplicativeFactorization(P, C)
27 // In other case, chain of Split nodes
28 else TP ← splitChainFactorization(P, C, S1, S2)
29 until stopCondition is true
30 return TP
Themain block of Method 3 consists of a loop iterating on the variables in s(P) until completing the decomposition (lines
5–29). The variables will be selected according to their degrees of dependence. The loop starts off testing if the potential
under consideration is defined over one or two variables, which is in fact the stop condition. In such case, the potential will
be decomposed and added as a Potential node to TP (lines 6–10). The rest of the loop (lines 11–28) is devoted to removing
variables step by step and checking the corresponding changes in GP .
Every iteration of the loop selects the variable maximizing the degree of dependence, i.e.,
Xmax = arg max
Xi
VXi . (7)
Once Xmax is selected it will be included in S1 or S2. These are auxiliary vectors of variables (see line 2). Xmax will be
included in S1 if it is completely connected to the rest of variables in GP . Otherwise it will be included in S2. In both cases,
Xmax and its links will be removed from GP producing a new graph G
Xmax
P that will be considered in further iterations. The
remaining links are re-weighted with the value of the mutual information conditional on Xmax, computed as
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I(Xi, Xj|Xmax) =
∑
xi∈Xi
xj∈Xj
xmax∈Xmax
P(xi, xj, xmax) log
P(xi, xj|xmax)
P(xi|xmax)P(xj|xmax) (8)
where
P(xi, xj, xmax) = P
↓Xi,Xj,Xmax(xi, xj, xmax)
sum(P)
, (9)
P(xi, xj|xmax) = P
↓Xi,Xj,Xmax(xi, xj, xmax)
P↓Xmax(xmax)
, (10)
P(xi|xmax) = P
↓Xi,Xmax(xi, xmax)
P↓Xmax(xmax)
, P(xj|xmax) = P
↓Xj,Xmax(xj, xmax)
P↓Xmax(xmax)
. (11)
According to the structure of G
Xmax
P the method proceeds as follows:
• GXmaxP remains connected after removing Xmax. Then the decomposition is guided by the content of S1 through a call to
independentFactorization, (line 20 of Method 3). This call relies on the information gain produced by splitting on Xmax.
This process is controlled by a parameter δ, described in detail in Section 4.4. The intuitive idea is to decide when the
information gain generated by splitting by the current context (determined by the variables in S1) is high enough to start
analyzing the restricted potentials independently.
• GXmaxP is disconnected and S1 is empty. Then P is decomposed as amultiplicative factorization, (see the call tomultiplica-
tiveFactorization in line 26 of Method 3).
• GXmaxP is disconnected and S1 is not empty. Then a chain of Split nodes will be considered (with a call to splitChainFac-
torization, Method 3, line 28).
4.4. Setting the sensitivity of context-specific independencies detection
The introduction of a new Split node in Method 3 depends on the information gain produced by splitting P on Xmax (the
variable selected for splitting). The information gain is computed as
IP(Xmax) = sum(P)(log |Xmax | − log sum(P)) +
∑
xi∈Xmax
sum(P(Xmax = xi)) log sum(P(Xmax = xi)) (12)
The maximum value for IP(Xmax) can be obtained using the properties of Shannon’s entropy. Define NXmax =∑
xi∈Xmax sum(P(Xmax = xi)) (i.e., the sum of the values of the potential corresponding to the configurations of Xmax).
Then, it holds that
− 1
NXmax
∑
xi∈Xmax
sum(P(Xmax = xi)) log sum(P(Xmax = xi))
NXmax
≥ 0 (13)
and therefore
− 1
NXmax
∑
xi∈Xmax
sum(P(Xmax = xi))(log sum(P(Xmax = xi)) − log NXmax) ≥ 0 ⇒
− 1
NXmax
⎧⎨
⎩
∑
xi∈Xmax
sum(P(Xmax = xi)) log sum(P(Xmax = xi)) −
∑
xi∈Xmax
sum(P(Xmax = xi)) log NXmax
⎫⎬
⎭ ≥ 0 ⇒
∑
xi∈Xmax
sum(P(Xmax = xi)) log sum(P(Xmax = xi)) ≤
log NXmax
∑
xi∈Xmax
sum(P(Xmax = xi)) = NXmax log NXmax . (14)
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Hence, replacing in (12) the upper bound obtained in (14),
IP(Xmax) ≤ sum(P) (log |Xmax | − log sum(P))+ NXmax log NXmax . (15)
Using this result, the threshold for detecting context-specific independencies will be controlled by the parameter 0 ≤
δ ≤ 1, so that the variable Xmax will be used for introducing a new Split node if
IP(Xmax) ≥ δ (sum(P)(log |Xmax| − log sum(P)) + NXmax log NXmax ) . (16)
Thus, the value of δ controls the behavior of the algorithm regulating the degree of context-specific independencies
detection. Note that values of δ close to 1 indicate that only when the information gain is close to its upper bound, the split
will be carried out.
4.5. independentFactorization method
This auxiliarymethod is calledwithinMethod 3when the information gain due to splitting on Xmax exceeds the threshold
described in the previous section. This method receives as arguments the potential to decompose, P, and the set S1, that
contains the variables connected to the rest of variables in G
Xmax
P when removed. The structure of the procedure is described
in Method 4.
Method 4: independentFactorization(P,S1)
Input:
Potential P
Vector of variables S1
Output: TP , an RPT with a Split node as root
1 begin
2 // Makes a chain of Split nodes for S1 variables
3 TP ← root node in the split chain
4 // Iterates on S1 configurations
5 for each possible value s1 of S1 do
6 // Tries a decomposition for the potential restricted to
7 // s1 configuration: PR(S1=s1)
8 TPs1 ← potentialFactorization
(
PR(S1=s1)
)
9 // Adds the resulting RPT to TP
10 Add TPs1 to leaf node for s1 configuration in TP
11 return TP
independentFactorization creates a Split chain (a set of Split nodes, one per variable in S1). A loop (lines 5–10) iterates
on the configurations inS1 , making new calls to potentialFactorization. The potential given as argument is P
R(S1=s1) (line
8) (P restricted to the current configuration). The outputs of these calls are included as children nodes in TP (line 10).
4.6. splitChainFactorization method
This procedure is called fromMethod 3 when G
Xmax
P is disconnected in C components, the information gain of Xmax does
not exceed the threshold for splitting and S1 is not empty. The RPT to be computed by such method should reflect the
conditional dependence on the variables in S1, including a chain of Split nodes (a complete tree defined over this set of
variables). Each leaf of this tree corresponds to a complete configuration for the variables in S1.
The splitChainFactorizationmethod distinguishes two different scenarios:
• C contains a single component. In this case the factor assigned to the leaf node in the split chain for each configuration
s1 is the output of a new call to potentialFactorization, passing as argument the potential restricted to configuration s1
(lines 28–30).
• C contains several components (lines 7–26). Then the method computes a multiplicative factorization producing a
List node LN whose factors are the result of decomposing each component. Components will be considered one by
one (lines 13–19). Focusing on the iteration for the i-th component, a new call to potentialFactorization is made,
but using as argument P restricted to the configuration s1 and marginalized to keep the variables in Ci ∪ S2 (line
17). The result is stored as the i-th child in LN (line 19). The last child in this node is the normalization constant.
Once computed the multiplicative factorization, LN is stored in the leaf node of the split chain corresponding to s1
(line 26).
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Method 5: splitChainFactorization(P,C,S1,S2)
Input:
Potential P
List C of connected components in GP
Vector of variables S1
Vector of variables S2
Output: TP , an RPT with a Split node as root
1 begin
2 // Makes a chain of Split nodes for S1 variables
3 TP ← root node in the split chain
4 // Iterates on S1 configurations
5 for each possible value s1 of S1 do
6 // Checks the number of components in C
7 if C has more than one component then
8 // There will be a factor per component
9 // The factors will be stored in a List node
10 // Makes LN, a new and empty List node
11 LN ← new List Node
12 // Iterates on each component Ci
13 for each element Ci in C do
14 // Tries a decomposition for the potential according
15 // to configuration s1: PR(S1=s1)
16 // but restricted to variables in Ci ∪ S2
17 Add TPs1 ← potentialFactorization
((
PR(S1=s1)
)↓Ci∪S2)
18 // Adds the resulting RPT to LN
19 Add TPs1 to LN
20 // Computes the normalization constant
21 Sh ← computed normalization potential (Eq. ((19)))
22 // Adds a new Potential node PN for the normalization potential
23 PN ← new Potential node for Sh
24 Add PN to LN
25 // Adds PN to TP
26 Add PN to leaf node for s1 configuration in TP
27 else
28 TPs1 ← potentialFactorization
(
PR(S1=s1)
)
29 // Adds the resulting RPT to TP
30 Add TPs1 to leaf node for s1 configuration in TP
31 return TP
The normalization constant is computed as follows. Assume that leaf h is reached by configuration sh. The potential
assigned to the leaf is Ph = PR(S1=sh) (denoting the potential restricted to configuration sh). The complete decomposition of
Ph (represented in the RPT with a List node) is given by the components C = {C1, . . . , Cn}:
Ph(c1 . . . cn, s2) = Sh
n∏
i=1
(Ph)↓Ci∪S2(ci, s2). (17)
Sh is computed according to the nature of the factorization performed, in order to minimize the possible normalization
error produced when factoring. When the factors do not share variables (i.e., S2 is an empty set) then S
h is a normalization
constant that is computed as
Sh =
∑
c∈C
s2∈S2
Ph(c1 . . . cn, s2)
∑
c∈C
s2∈S2
∏n
i=1(Ph)↓Ci∪S2(ci, s2)
. (18)
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Otherwise, Sh is a potential that depends on the variables in S2 (common variables of all the factors):
Sh(s2) =
∑
c∈C Ph(c1 . . . cn, s2)∑
c∈C
∏n
i=1(Ph)↓Ci∪S2(ci, s2)
.
In the denominator, the potentials in the product don’t share any variable, so the previous formula can be written as:
Sh(s2) =
∑
c∈C Ph(c1 . . . cn, s2)∏n
i=1
∑
c∈C(Ph)↓Ci∪S2(ci, s2)
= (P
h)↓S2(s2)∏n
i=1(Ph)↓S2(s2)
.
So, Sh(s2) is calculated with:
Sh(s2) =
(
(Ph)↓S2(s2)
)1−n
. (19)
This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 4. The components conforming the decomposition are C1 = {X5, X6} and C2 ={X2, X4, X7}. Assume that S1 = {X1} and S2 = {X3}. Then the tree will contain a Split node for X1. Factors f3 and f6 represent
normalizing constants. New decompositions should be analyzed for f1, f2, f4 and f5 with recursive calls to the algorithm.
Sometimes, to simplify the notation and when the marginal variables are explicitly given in the potential arguments, we
will write (Ph)↓Ci∪S2(ci, s2) as Ph(ci, s2) and (Ph)↓S2(s2) as Ph(s2).
Fig. 4. Example of GP complete division. New recursive calls required for factors f1, f2, f4 and f5.
5. Problem complexity and properties of the algorithm
5.1. Problem complexity
Obtaining minimum size representations of a probabilistic potential by means of an RPT is not a trivial problem, as we
establish in the next proposition. By the size of an RPT TP , wemean the number of Value nodes plus the sizes of the potential
nodes (bounded above by the product of the cardinalities of the domains Xi of all the variables Xi in TP).
Proposition 1. Let P be a probabilistic potential represented by an RPT. Then, the problem of finding an RPT of minimum size
representing P is NP-hard.
Proof. By reduction from 3-SAT. Let φ be an instance of 3-SAT with a set of variables U = {u1, . . . , um} and a set of clauses
C = {C1, . . . , Ck}. Let T be an RPT with a List root node. Let U denote the variables of T and assume the set of possible
values for each variable is {0, 1}.
The List node will have one element Ti for each one of the clauses Ci, where Ti is a potential defined for the variables{ui1 , ui2 , ui3} in clause Ci. The value of the potential for a combination of values (ui1 = r1, ui2 = r2, ui3 = r3)will be 1 if the
clause is true for this combination of true values of the variables (identifying 0 with false and 1 with true) and 0 otherwise.
It is clear that the RPT T represents a potentialwhich has a value of 1 for a configuration of values (u1 = r1, . . . , um = rm)
if all the clauses are true. The 3-SAT problem is equivalent to the fact that the potential represented by the RPT T is identically
0. If the setofnon trivial clauses (i.e., thoseclausesnot containingui and¬ui) isdifferent fromtheemptyset, then thepotential
will have some 0 values and the fact that the set of clauses can be satisfied is equivalent to the fact that the minimum size of
an RPT representing this potential is greater than or equal to 2: if the clauses can be satisfied there is a 0 value and we need,
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at least, another leaf to represent the 1 corresponding to the satisfying configuration; if the clauses cannot be satisfied, then
we can represent the potential by means of an RPT with only one node which is a Value node containing a 0. 
5.2. Properties of the algorithm
If P is a non-null potential defined for variables s(P), then we can always regard it as the probability distribution ob-
tained by the normalization, i.e., P/sum(P). This probability distribution determines a family of conditional independence
relationships. In what follows, I(X1,X2|S = s) means that the set of variables X1 is independent of the set of variables X2
given the configuration (S = s). We say that the union property with respect to configurations holds in P if for the probability
distribution obtained by normalizing P, it holds that for any configuration (S = s),
I(X1,X2|S = s) and I(X1,X3|S = s) ⇒ I(X1,X2 ∪ X3|S = s).
A consequence of this property is that if there is a dependence between two sets of variables X and Y given S = s, then it
is always possible to find two variables X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y such that X and Y are dependent given S = s. The importance
of this consequence, from an algorithmic point of view, is remarkable, as it guarantees that in order to detect dependencies
between sets of variables, it is enough to check dependencies between individual variables. Therefore, if we have n variables
it is enough to check dependencies between n(n− 1)/2 pairs of variables, instead of∑n−1i=1
(
n
i
)
(2n−i − 2) pairs of non trivial
disjoint subsets of n variables. In general, we can say that it is sensible to assume that any tractable algorithm to detect
dependencies rely on this property to guarantee correctness. For example, when learning Bayesian networks from data,
faithfulness is usually assumed, which is a much stronger assumption than union [15].
Even if  = 0, there is no guarantee that the RPT produced by Method 1 will represent P exactly. The reason is that it
checks pairwise independence relationships between variables and it does not guarantee the independence between sets of
variables. However, if the union property holds in the probability distribution associatedwith P (the probability distribution
given by the potential P after normalization) then Method 1 returns an exact representation.
Proposition 2. Let P be a potential for which the union property with respect to configurations holds. Then, Method 1, with
 = 0, returns an RPT which is an exact representation of P.
Proof. The proof can be given with a recursive argument. On the leaves (lines 6–10 of Method 3, lines 7–13 of Method 2,
line 10 of Method 4 and lines 28–30 of Method 5) the representation of the potential is exact.
When Split nodes are included (Methods 4 and 5), then we select a child for each configuration S1 = s1 of split variables.
Each one of the children represents the potential PR(S1=s1), so that the node will represent the entire potential P.
When a List node is created (lines 13–26 of Method 5 and Method 2), the exact decomposition is a result of the following
facts:
1. When  = 0, there is a link between two variables Xi and Xj in the graph associated with the potential P only if the
mutual information between Xi and Xj is > 0 (computed from the normalized potential), i.e., when the variables are
not independent.When a variable Xmax is removed from the graph and added to sets S1 and S2, themutual information
is computed conditional on Xmax, and thus, when a link between two variables disappears it means that the variables
are conditionally independent given Xmax. From this point onwards, all the computations related to the graph are
carried out by previously conditioning on Xmax.
2. As a consequence of the above, when X \ {Xmax1 , . . . , Xmaxn} is decomposed into n components {C1, . . . , Cn}, then
any pair of variables X ∈ Ci, Y ∈ Cj (i = j) are conditionally independent given {Xmax1 , . . . , Xmaxn} = S1 ∪ S2.
3. As a consequence of the union property, it follows that all the components {C1, . . . , Cn} are conditionally independent
among them given the variables in S1 ∪ S2.
4. When factoring with S1 = ∅, it means that Split nodes have been previously considered for the variables in this set,
and that the potential has been restricted to their values, so that the factor is conditional on S1.
5. When the Split node is created, the variables in the components are conditionally independent given the variables in
S2 (Method 4 is a special case where S2 = ∅).
6. If the variables in the components are conditionally independent given S2, according to the normalized potential
f = P/sum(P), then f can be decomposed as (basic result for conditional independence):
f (c1, . . . , cn, s2) =
∏n
i=1 f (ci, s2)
f (s2)n−1
,
where f (ci, s2) is the marginalization of f to variables Ci ∪ S2.
Therefore,
P(c1, . . . , cn, s2)/sum(P) =
∏n
i=1 P(ci, s2)/sum(P)
(P(s2)/sum(P))n−1
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and cancelling sum(P),
P(c1, . . . , cn, s2) =
∏n
i=1 P(ci, s2)
P(s2)n−1
.
The above is precisely the factorization applied in our procedure (the denominator is added as the normalization
potential). 
An RPT TP is said to beminimal if the following conditions are verified:
1. There are no potential leaf nodes with more than two variables and if a potential in a leaf node has exactly two
variables, it cannot be factored as a product of two potentials, each one of them defined for a single variable.
2. If N is a Split node and P is the potential associated with this node, with s(P) = C, then it is not possible to decompose
the P as product of two potentials P1 and P2 defined on C1 and C2 respectively, where C1 and C2 are non-empty sets
that constitute a partition of C.
The intuition behind this definition is what guides the algorithm presented in this paper. The algorithm seeks for fac-
torizations until reaching potentials defined for 2 variables and also Split nodes are only considered when multiplicative
decompositions are not possible, with the aim of obtaining factorizations based on conditional independence relationships.
The following result shows that our algorithm finds minimal representations except at most in what concerns the nodes
representing normalization factors, that still can remain as Potential leaf nodes not verifying condition 1 above.
Proposition 3. Let P be a potential for which the union property with respect to configurations holds. Then, Method poten-
tialFactorization with  = 0 obtains minimal exact decompositions, except possibly for the normalization factors Ph(s2)1−n of
Eq. ((19)).
Proof. We already proved in Proposition 2 that the obtained decompositions are exact. Minimality can be derived from the
description of the algorithms as we show below.
The first property of minimal decompositions is a consequence of the fact that the algorithms only add Potential leaf
nodes in the following situations:
• Lines 8–13 ofMethod 2. In this case potentials only have 1 or 2 variables and in the case of a cluster Ci the potential cannot
be decomposed as a product of potentials of 1 variable, because it would mean that the variables are independent, in
which case they would not constitute a connected component of GP .• Lines 8–10 of Method 3. In this case, potentials are defined for less than 3 variables. If a potential is defined just for 2
variables, then it cannot be decomposed as a product of potentials of 1 variable, because its associated dependence graph
has only one component, which means that the variables cannot be independent according to P.
• Lines 22–26 of Method 5. This case corresponds to potentials representing normalization factors.
The second property of minimal representations is a consequence of the fact that the Split nodes added (loops starting
in lines 5 of Methods 4 and 5) are labeled with variables from S1. Whenever a new variable is added to S1, the dependence
graph is connected and therefore the set of variables cannot be decomposed into two independent non-trivial subsets.
Hence, a decomposition of the potential into two factors with non-empty disjoint sets of variables is not possible. This line of
reasoning requires that the variables taken from S1 to conform chains of Split nodes are selected in the same order that they
are introduced in S1, since it is the order in which the connectivity of the dependence graph conditional on the variables
was tested. 
Thus, our algorithm can be considered as a greedy algorithm to find RPTs of small size, which under certain conditions
are minimal representations of a probabilistic potential. The intuitive idea behind the procedure for selecting nodes for
conditioning (Split nodes) is to reach degrees of dependence among the remaining variables as low as possible. In other
words, we try to condition on variables thatmake the remaining ones become independent orweakly dependent, in order to
be able to represent the potential over them as a List node. The proof of Prop. 3 also requires that the variables chosen for Split
nodes from S1 are selected in the same order in which they were inserted in S1. This ordering has been left undetermined
in the formal specification of the algorithm, but it is the most natural way of doing it, as this means to follow the heuristic
we use for selecting variables.
The algorithm could be modified to obtain minimal representations without exceptions, by trying to decompose the
normalization factors, Ph(s2)
1−n. The problem is that the exponent (1− n) conveys that the independence relationships in
Ph are not necessarily the same as in Ph
1−n
. More precisely, it holds that any factorization of Ph as a product of potentials
can be translated into a product decomposition of Ph(s2)
1−n and vice versa (for example if Ph(s2) = f h1 (r1)f h2 (r2), then it is
immediate to show that Ph(s2)
1−n = f h1 (r1)1−nf h2 (r2)1−n). However, the marginal independence relationships associated
with (Ph(s2))
1−n can be different of those of Ph(s2) and therefore the union property conditional on configurations might
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Fig. 5. Potential P to be decomposed in Example 1.
Fig. 6. Factors generating P in Example 1.
not hold in the new potential. The consequence is that we can reach approximate decompositions evenwhen the conditions
of Prop. 2 are verified. The solution of this problem1 consists of calling Method 1 to decompose potential Ph(s2) without
the exponentiation, obtaining an RPT that can be transformed afterwards into an RPT for Ph(s2)
1−n, by raising all the values
(x) or potentials (f ) in the leaves to the power 1 − n (i.e., x1−n or f 1−n).
With respect to the time complexity of our greedy algorithm, if we assume that s(P) contains n variables, that P is
represented by a probability table with direct access to a value giving a configuration and that c is the maximum number of
cases of each variable, then in the worst case our algorithm does not find any List node (these nodes reduce the complexity
of posterior steps) and a full SPT is built with depth n − 1 (we stop at potentials of size 2). Each level i (i = 0, . . . , n − 2)
makes (n − i)(n − i − 1)/2 independence tests using mutual information. Each independence test needs to compute the
marginal for two variables in a potential depending of n − i variables which is of size cn−i. The other operations in each
node (computing the graph, its connected components and the potentials associated with the children) are of lower order.
Since there are of order ci nodes per level of the RPT, this results in an order of time complexity O((n − i)(n − i + 1)cn−i),
and summing over the different levels we obtain O(
∑n−2
i=0 ((n − i)(n − i + 1)cn−i), and this is of order O(n2cn). It must be
pointed out that the size of potential P is exponential in the number of variablesm = cn. So, the algorithm time complexity
is a polynomial function of the input size. If the algorithm finds List nodes, then the complexity is lower, as for a potential
with n variables, a multiplicative factorization decomposes a potential into two potentials with n− 1 variables (in the worst
case) and by splitting on a variable Xi we obtain a number of children equal to the number of values of Xi, each one of them
with n − 1 variables, and the number of possible values of a variable is, at least, 2.
6. Examples
In this sectionwe illustrate the algorithmwith two examples of learning frompotentialswith different features. Although
the examples are not exhaustive they offer some insights about its application and results.
Example 1. Consider a potential P defined over X = {X1, X2, X3, X4} with values shown in Fig. 5. P can be obtained by
combining the two potentials included in Fig. 6: P(X1, X2, X3, X4) = P(X1, X2) ⊗ P(X3, X4).
When P is passed as an argument to Method potentialFactorization, the first step is to construct GP . Building the graph
involves the computationof themutual informationbetweeneverypair of variables. In this example thevalue selected for the
threshold is ε = 1E−6. The selection of this value is justified in order to dismiss small positive values of mutual information
for independent variables due to round-off errors. The values of mutual information for each pair of variables are:
• I(X1, X2) = 0.148 > ε,• I(X1, X3) = 1.28E−16 < ε,
1 We have not considered it in our implementation because it is a minor issue in practice, as the normalization factors will depend on few variables in general.
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• I(X1, X4) = 2.20E−16 < ε,• I(X2, X3) = 2.22E−16 < ε,• I(X2, X4) = 2.22E−16 < ε,• I(X3, X4) = 0.005 > ε.
Therefore GP contains only two links, X1 − X2 and X3 − X4, and is partitioned into two components: C1 = {X1, X2} and
C2 = {X3, X4}. A call to multiplicativeFactorization will decompose P according to the components (see line 10, Method
1). This method iterates over each component (lines 5–20 in Method 2). As both factors are defined over 2 variables, a direct
decomposition is computed through marginalization. That is, the obtained factors are f1(X1, X2) and f2(X3, X4) (see Fig. 7).
The third factor is the normalization constant computed as stated in Eq. (5). The learned RPT is the one displayed in Fig. 8.
Example 2. Consider a potential P defined overX = {X1, X2, X3} as shown in Fig. 9, and a threshold value ε = 0.001. Again,
the first operation carried out by Method potentialFactorization is the computation of the mutual information values in
order to build GP . The values are:
• I(X1, X2) = 0.039 > ε,• I(X1, X3) = 0.012 > ε,• I(X2, X3) = 0.021 > ε.
Hence, GP is a complete graph with a single component and Method contextSpecificFactorization is invoked from
potentialFactorization (line 13 in Method 1). Then contextSpecificFactorization receives both P and GP as argument and
the block in line 11 is executed as size(P) = 3. The next step selects a candidate variable for deletion, computing the
connectivity values as defined in Eq. ((6)). The values are: V(X1) = 0.051, V(X2) = 0.06 and V(X3) = 0.033.
Therefore, X2 is the selected variable (Xmax) and is inserted in S1 (because it was connected to X2 and X3 in GP). Now
G
X2
P is obtained by computing the new weight for the remaining link: 0.025 > ε for X1 − X3. The information gain for
X2 is 0.099. The maximum information gain is 1.73. Assuming a threshold δ = 0.05, then Eq. ((16)) holds and Method
independentFactorization is invoked.
As S1 = ∅, a Split chain is built with the variables in S1 (in this case only X2). The loop in independentFactorization, lines
5–10, considers each configuration in S1 , producing new calls to potentialFactorization with arguments P
R(X2=x21) and
Fig. 7. Obtained factors from the decomposition in Example 1.
Fig. 8. Learned RPT in Example 1.
Fig. 9. Potential P considered in Example 2.
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Fig. 10. Learned RPT in Example 2.
PR(X2=x22) respectively. These calls finally produce new invocations of contextSpecificFactorization (because GX2P contains
a single component). These calls produce new Potential nodes for PR(X2=x21) and PR(X2=x22). The learned RPT is shown in
Fig. 10, where the potential nodes are represented as SPTs whose branches containing repeated values have been pruned.
7. Experimental evaluation
This section presents a set of experiments conducted in order to test the behavior of the algorithm. Some of the experi-
ments analyze the relation between the accuracy of the representation and the size of the learned RPTs, and shed light on the
problem of controlling the tradeoff between complexity and accuracy. We also introduce the possible benefits of applying
this algorithm during the inference process.
The value of δ is not thoroughly studied in our work. Instead, δ has been fixed for every experiment so that the results
are focused in the differences for the values of .
7.1. Learning from CPTs
The first experiment consists of analyzing 30 randomly generated CPTs defined over 6 binary variables (size(P) = 26).
The values for each CPT are generated at random, so no context specific independencies or any factorizations are guaranteed
to be present on them. For each CPT the learning process is repeated with different threshold values ( varying from 0.0 to
0.01 with an increment of 0.001). The value of δ (see Eq. ((16))) is set to 0.5. After each execution, the Kullback–Leibler (KL)
divergence is computed between the distribution represented in the resulting RPT and the original CPT.
The results are presented using boxplots, representing the full range of obtained data, and with whiskers spanning up to
the most extreme data point that is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. Fig. 11 (left part) shows the
obtained KL values (computed for all the RPTs) for each value of . Higher values of  yield worse approximations.
The size of the learnedmodel (in terms of the number of values stored to represent the distribution, in logarithmic scale)
for each value of , is shown in the right part of Fig. 11. The size of the representation decreases as  increases because
more factorizations are introduced in the model (where the extreme solution would be an almost completely factored
representation, i.e., a List node with a factor per variable). Fig. 12 depicts the quality of the obtained representations for
small values of the threshold by applying the same experimental methodology to values of  between 0 and 0, 002. It shows
how the error rate grows as the size of the obtainedmodel decreases. This suggests the need to establish a selection criterion
for an admissible threshold that tradeoffs accuracy and representation size, that could be a certain variation in the error
rates.
7.2. Capturing repeated values
The second experiment aims at testing the ability of the algorithm for detecting context specific independencies. For
that purpose, 30 randomly generated SPTs were used. As in the previous experiment, no context specific independencies or
any factorizations are guaranteed to hold on the trees. The generation of repeated values is attained by using the pruning
operation: some sub-trees are replaced by a single value (its average value). Two limit values for the pruning operation are
considered: 0.001 (soft pruning) and 0.01 (severe pruning, i.e., more sub-trees are replaced and more repeated values will
be produced as well). For each SPT the algorithm is executed with different values of : from 0.0 to 0.01 with an increment
of 0.001. The parameter δ is set to 0.01. The right part of Fig. 13 shows KL divergence values for every  value, along with
a measure of the obtained size of the RPTs, for the case where soft pruning is applied. Fig. 14 gathers the results for severe
pruning.
The error rate is higher when soft pruning is applied, which means that the algorithm is able to detect context-specific
independencies, providing better approximations when the distribution analyzed contains them. The left part of both
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Fig. 11. KL divergence and size (logarithm of number of probability values stored) of the representation for learned models with different thresholds.
Fig. 12. KL divergence and size (logarithm of number of probability values stored) of the representation for learned models with smaller thresholds.
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Fig. 13. KL divergence and size (logarithm of number of probability values stored) of the representation learning from the same tree (slightly pruned) for different
values of .
Fig. 14. KL divergence and size (logarithmof number of probability values stored) of the representation learning from the same tree (severely pruned) for different
values of .
Figs. 13 and 14 show the variation of the sizes of the obtained representations when increasing the value of the thresh-
old. The obtained structures by Method 1 when learning from severely pruned trees provide a better balance between
accuracy and size of the representation.
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Fig. 15. KL divergence variation between the joint probability distribution of Cancer network and the learned model and size of the learned model, for different
values of the threshold.
7.3. Learning from the same model
Due to the nature of the algorithm and the RPT structure itself it is possible to get different RPTs representing the same
distribution. The relation between different but alternative RPTs is considered in this experiment. Several SPTs (30) are
studied with the following strategy:
• 30 SPT of 6 binary variables each, are generated at random;
• an RPT is learned for every SPT, with  = 0.002 as threshold value and δ = 0.001 (this stage produces RPT1i, i =
1, . . . , 30;
• RPT1i is converted into a CPT and used for learning another RPT with  = 0.0005. The learned RPTs are denoted as
RPT2i, i = 1, . . . , 30.
It is likely that RPT1i and RPT2i are similar because they represent the same original distribution. The pairs RPT1i − RPT2i
are analyzed by computing and storing the differences between the sizes of both RPTs (in terms of number of values stored
to represent the distribution) and between the Kullback–Leibler divergence with respect to the original SPT. Regarding tree
sizes, the mean difference is 2.2 and the standard deviation 6.47. For Kullback–Leibler divergence the mean is 0.0015 and
the standard deviation 0.004. The differences in the sizes between RPT1i and RPT2i suggest that the learned structures are
different, whilst the low and stable KL rates confirm that both RPTs accurately approximate the original distribution.
7.4. Recovering a factorization of a network from its joint probability distribution
The aim of this experiment is to test the accuracy of the factorization performed by the algorithm, using as an input a
joint probability distribution of a Bayesian network. For the experiment, the Cancer network [15] has been chosen due to its
reduced dimension. The input of the algorithm is a potential obtained by combining all the CPTs specified in the network
and the learning process was repeated varying the threshold values from  = 0.0 to 0.02 with an increment of 0.001. The
Kullback–Leibler divergence between the distribution represented by each RPT generated and the original joint probability
distributionwas computed. The size of the representation, in terms of number of probability values stored, wasmeasured as
well. Fig. 15 shows that by increasing the  value, the learned structures attain higher error rates, but at the same time, their
size becomes smaller. It is interesting to see how for values of  between 0.005 and 0.009 the algorithm retrieves almost
the same structure, obtaining the same value for the KL divergence and for the size of the structure. The same happens for
the interval between 0.01 and 0.014. Fig. 16 shows the structure of the learned RPT for an  value of 0.01.
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Fig. 16. Learned RPT from the Cancer network.
Fig. 17. Largest and average structure sizes used during the inference process over different Bayesian networks.
Fig. 18. Largest (left) and average (right) structure sizes used during the inference process over Barley Bayesian network.
7.5. Measuring the size of the RPTs used during the inference process
RPTs intend to be a compact structure to represent the probabilistic information in a Bayesian network. In this experiment
we perform the variable elimination algorithm, once for each variable in the network, and with no observed variables, over
different Bayesian networks whose CPTs are stored first as RPTs and then as SPTs, in order to compare the size of the data
structures used during the process, in terms of number of values that are stored for representing the distribution. The
original probability tables are transformed into RPTswith an  value of 0.05 and a δ value of 10E−4. The variable elimination
algorithmwas run over networks Alarm [16], Barley [17], Pedigree [18] and prostanetE [19]. Fig. 17 shows how themaximum
and average size of the RPTs used are always lower than those of SPTs. The results for Barley network are shown in Fig. 18,
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Table 1
Average and standard deviation for the obtained KL divergence values between the computed posterior
distribution for every node of each network, using RPTs and using SPTs.
Alarm Pedigree prostanetE Barley
Average 0.058 2.29E−5 0.057 0.029
s.d. 0.119 1.4E−4 0.065 0.066
where the size of the representations is specified in logarithmic scale, due to the significant difference between the obtained
results.
In order to check the accuracy of the representation, Table 1 presents the average and standard deviation of the KL
divergence between the posterior distributions of each node of the obtained network using RPTs and that obtained with
SPTs. The SPTs used are not pruned, so the solution they present is exact. The low values show that the approximation
performed with RPTs is close to the original in all the networks, even without applying an independent parametrization to
optimize the results for each network.
8. Conclusions
In our paper we propose an algorithm for learning an RPT from a probabilistic potential. The complexity of the problem
of learning minimum size RPTs as well as the time complexity and some properties of the algorithm have been theoretically
analyzed. The experiments conducted suggest that the algorithm is able to capture most of the details of the original
distribution. Our proposal can be used as the basis for designing new approximate algorithms for inference in probabilistic
graphical models using RPTs during the inference process, instead of CPTs or SPTs.
Notice that the algorithm is limited in practice by the size of the distribution to learn from: the distributions used for
computing GP are obtained by marginalizing the original potential P. Therefore, a representation of P allowing efficient
computations of marginals certainly improves the performance of the algorithm.
The chance of extending the algorithm in order to learn RPTs fromdatabases is a line of future research aswell as detecting
proportional values in different parts of the probability distributions. A related future line of research is the extension of RPTs
to incorporate continuous variables [20] and the adaptation of the methodology explained here to cope with the extended
RPTs.
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